
No indoor 
monthly meeting 
in July--instead 

we'll have a 
picnic on 

Saturday 7/27! 
 

August meeting 
is at the Botanic 

Gardens! 

Monthly Meeting Notes 

July's agenda was quite packed 
with announcements and 
presentations.   
 
Lots of maintenance has been 
performed at the observatory--
the parking area has a new layer 
of gravel, power has been 
restored to the last row of scope 
pads, and the club scopes have 
been balanced and repaired to 
improve their usability.  The bad 
news is that there are LOTS of 
mosquitoes--so don't forget your 
bug repellant when you come 
out! 
 
Anybody want some free 
firewood?  Come and get it, but 
remember--it is BYOCS (that 
means Bring Your Own Chain 
Saw!).  There are lots of dead 
trees that Bob Newman will 
gladly let you take down and 
haul off.  See Bob for details. 
 
New club officers were elected--
Harry Bearman (President) and 
Tres Ross (Treasurer) were re-
elected by acclamation, and 
Gene Dawson was railroaded, 
oops I mean honored with the 
Vice Presidency. 
 
We got the final update on our 
plan to change the day  
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and location for our monthly indoor meetings.  Her 
it is:  Beginning in August, we will meet at the 
Fort Worth Botanic Gardens on the 3rd 
Tuesday of the month.  There won't be an indoor 
meeting in July--we will be having a bar-b-que 
picnic at the observatory on Saturday, 7/27 
beginning at 4:00PM. 
 
It is time to renew your memberships--so send 
your check to Treasurer at eh return address on 
this newsletter or bring it to the picnic.  $30 for 
regular members, $15 dollars for students. 
 
The Beyond Messier and Beside Messier books 
are in.  They feature observing objects that are 
FWAS favorites and often-overlooked objects that 
can be seen beside Messiers in the eyepiece.  
They are $10 each--see Becky Nordeen to get 
one. 
 

And saving the best for last--we got a preview of 
Sallie Teams' talk she will be giving to AAVSO in 
July in Hawaii.  The title of her talk is "Possible 
Signs of Eta Carinae Outburst in Artifacts of 
Ancient Bolivia".   See page 4 for some samples of 
the talk. 
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Beginning in August, we will start having our 
monthly indoor meetings at the Fort Worth 
Botanic Gardens.  All members should have 
received a letter from club Pres Harry Bearman 
with all the details--but for those of you who 
didn't get it (or didn't read it!), here is a 
summary of the plan.   
 
As shown at right, the Botanic Gardens are just 
around the corner from our old location at the 
Museum.  We will now be doing the meetings 
on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, the first of 
which will be Tuesday, 8/20 at 7:00pm.   
 
We will be in one of the meeting rooms in the 
Botanic Garden Center, which is attached to 
the Conservatory.  As the map shows, use the 
northern entrance to the Botanic Gardens and 
you will be in the parking lot right in front of the 
building. 
 
This is a very nice facility and we look forward 
to a successful transition.   

Observing Reports 

Doug Christianson-The attached images 
were taken in Arlington 6/10 between 7:55 pm 
and 8:18 pm. The maximum eclipse behind a 
tree at 8:22pm. I got about 10 joggers looking 
through my eyepiece or camera finder as they 
made laps around the park and checked on the 
progress. My experience with 1 hour 
processing was not too good so the final shot 
as the sun went behind the tree didn't make it 
out of the processing lab. The fully automatic 
machines have a very hard time finding an 
image on the negatives without clear  

borders.  These are 35 mm prints with 
ASA 160 film at prime focus, 8" LX200 
at f 6.3, Olympus OM-1, exposure 
1/250th. For additional images visit my 
site at 
http://home.attbi.com/~captdlc/wsb/index.html.



The Planets: 
Mercury:  Look for Mercury low in the east-northeast sky at least an hour before sunrise for 
about the first 10 days of the month.  After that, Mercury drops into the Sun's glare.  Don't miss 

a conjunction of Mercury and Saturn on the morning of July 2nd.  Saturn will be to the lower left 
of Mercury.  Take a good look at the crescent moon rising 1 degree left of Mercury about an 

hour before sunrise on July 9th. 

 
Venus:  Looking west about an hour after sunset, you will find Venus shining brightly.  Look 
quickly though, because Venus sets within two hours of sunset, and even less by month's end. 
 
Mars:  Mars is very low in the west-northwest sky and very faint.  Look for a conjunction of the 

"red planet" with Jupiter on July 2nd and 3rd about 30 minutes after sunset. 

 
Jupiter:  Low in the west-northwest about 30 minutes after sunset, look for Jupiter.  On July 

2nd and 3rd, Mars is less than 1 degree to its upper right.  By midmonth, Jupiter is lost in the 
afterglow of the Sun.  
 

Saturn:  After its conjunction with Mercury on July 2nd in the early morning east-northeast sky, 
Saturn will gain altitude, rising more than three hours before the Sun at month's end.  
 
Aphelion! 
Most people tend to ignore Earth's arrival at aphelion.  Remember that the orbit of the earth 
around the sun is not a perfect circle, but rather an ellipse (similar to a slightly stretched out 
circle), so the distance of the Earth from the Sun varies depending on its position on the orbital 
path.  Aphelion is the point when Earth reaches its greatest distance from the sun, which this 

year will be at 11 PM, July 5th, Central Daylight Time, when the Earth will be 94,507,073 miles 
from the Sun. 
 

Constellations:  Apus, Ara, Corona Borealis, Draco, Hercules, Norma, Ophiuchus, Scorpius, 
Serpens, Triangulum Australe 
 

Looking for a Little More?  If this Skyline whets your appetite, try this website:  
skymaps.com/downloads.html.  It offers a two page pdf brochure that you can print out for 
free.  It has a basic skymap and short lists of visual, binocular, and small telescope objects.  It 
is really good--check it out! 

REMEMBER that the Sidewalk Astronomers will hold FREE public telescope viewing (weather permitting) on the 
north lawn of the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History on Saturday July 20 beginning at dusk.  Come join in 

the fun and bring the family! 
For more information about the night sky, contact the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History's Noble 

Planetarium at (817) 255-9300 or E-mail at planet@fwmsh.org.  Compiled by FWAS members Don Garland and 
Linda Krouse of the Noble Planetarium, with selected editor's additions. 



Ancient Signs of Eta Carinae Outburst? 

The following is a synopsis of Sallie Teames' talk "Possible 
Signs of Eta Carinae Outburst in Artifacts of Ancient 
Bolivia".  She is presenting this to the American Association 
of Variable Star Observers in Hawaii July 1 & 2.  She 
delighted those present at the June FWAS meeting with a 
preview of her talk on the subject.  It was quite fascinating 
and goes like this….    
 
The Hubble Space Telescope took some great Eta Carinae 
photos, which showed two bi-lobe nebulae that blew out the 
poles in the Great Outburst of 1843 and also equatorial 
outbursts that occurred in about 1890. Light curves of 
observations of Eta are consistent with NASA's derived 
dates for the formation of the two lobe structures.  After 
1843, Eta grew to a -1 magnitude. It was the 2nd brightest 
star in the sky, second only to Sirius. Then it began to fade. 
Then in about 1950, it began to slowly brighten until in 
1998, it increased suddenly. (That is one reason the Eta 
Carinae Workshop is meeting... to make plans for 
monitoring it carefully the next 2 or 3 years..) 
 
Then along comes the  Chandra Xray Image of Eta Carinae 
October of 1999. It shows the huge outer horseshoe-
shaped nebula surrounding the outside of Eta. NASA 
derives that it results from a huge outburst occurring about 
a l000 years ago or more.  Similar to the explosions of the 
1800's, the explosion 1000 years ago would have caused a 
very bright star. 
 
So who would have recorded this Southern sky brilliant 
star?  Some Indian shaman-astronomer-priest in the 
southern hemisphere surely would have recorded it! It's 
location in the Milky Way is right next to the S. Cross,  
placing it in a sacred part of their sky. 
 
Now to the present day - A pre-Incan Pokotia monolith 
statue was discovered by a Bolivian archaeology team led 
by Dr. Bernardo Biados and Freddy Arce on January 4, 
2002.  Their research in the Pokotia, Tiahuanaco, and Lake 
Titicaca area is supported by The Honorable H. Enrique 
Toro, President of the Congress of Bolivia.  The final 
picture at right is a "rubbing" of the script off the back of a 
stone monolith statue found at Pokotia, Bolivia, which is 
close to Tiuhuanaco, just below Lake Titicaca.  It is quite 
feasible that the stones could date from 1000 AD, 
coinciding with the calculated date of the outburst. 
 
So now the test - Can you find the correlation between the 
sky chart and the rubbing??  (Hint:  Look for the cross!) 
 
And remember - this is total hypothesis... there is no way 
right now to actually prove it!!  
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Nasa Notes  

….. Jim Timmons

A GREAT FLOOD (Mars) - From the 
Center for Earth and Planetary Studies 
at the National Air and Space Museum 
comes a report of the discovery of a 
large former lake on Mars.  Geologists 
estimate this 1,400 mile long lake in 
the Martian highlands to be the size of 
Texas and New Mexico combined. 
Overflow later carved out Ma'adim 
Vallis, a channel more than 550 miles 
long and up to 6,900 feet deep. Data 
suggests a flood five times the volume 
of water in the Great Lakes. Two other 
smaller lake basins were also 
discovered in the area. 
 
THE FINAL LOOP (Galileo) - The 
spacecraft is heading back from its 
longest orbit around Jupiter and is 
headed for a flyby of the moon 
Amalthea in November. The good 
news is that after several tests the tape 
in the recorder is free. It had been 
stuck since mid April. The recorder is 
expected to be ready for the Amalthea 
flyby.  
 
AND THE WINNER IS...(NASA 
Internet) - Two of the Webby Awards, 
which are sponsored by the 
International Academy of Digital Arts 
and Sciences, were presented to the 
NASA Home Page and the Earth 
Observatory, a site sponsored by 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. 
These are the fourth and fifth NASA 
sites to be so honored in the last six 
years. 
 
FUTURE ATTRACTIONS (Launches 
for July and August) 
NOAA-M Polar Orbiter, from 
Vandenberg AFB, on a Titan II 
Contour (Comet Nucleus Tour), from 
Cape Canaveral AF Station, on a Delta 
II 7425 
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), 
from Cape Canaveral AF Station, on a 
Pegasus XL. 

July Star Walk at Copper Breaks July Star Walk at Copper Breaks July Star Walk at Copper Breaks July Star Walk at Copper Breaks …. Fred KochFred KochFred KochFred Koch 

If your plans are to participate in the July 6th Sun Fun/ Star Walk at Copper 
Breaks State Park, please be aware of the following invitation if you desire 
to come out early.  
 
The Quanah Country Club will have an annual July 4th dinner with fireworks 
show afterwards. This facility has a swimming pool and is also next to a 
small lake over which golfers hit to a final hole near the clubhouse. The 
clubhouse has a bar. A golf scramble is taking place that day. For those 
Starguides who wish, perhaps with their children, to enjoy the pleasant and 
relaxed charm of a genuine country club I would encourage you to be my 
guests for the event.  
 
Normally this occasion is a pot luck dinner but this year the 4th falls on the 
Thursday steak night so that will be the focus. This normally works by each 
individual bringing his or her own steak, pays a nominal fee, and then eats 
the steak, baked potato, green salad, and Texas toast. Cooking is done by 
local talent on an outdoor grill. If you decide to come, please let us know if 
you are bringing your own steak or wish me to supply a rib eye or 
equivalent.  
 
There will be bigger and more spectacular fireworks displays elsewhere so 
don't expect an extravaganza. The hallmark of this affair is relaxed 
pleasantness. As a child I remembered the joy of exploring the lake area 
and seeing the fireflies. So if you wish to escape the hustle and bustle of 
the city for a while, please know you would be welcome to be a part of this 
event.  
 
I have not yet discussed with the club president the setting up of any 
telescopes or binoculars but if it meets with his approval will plan to do so 
with two or three instruments .  
 
When signing up with Richard Brown at RABROW@aol.com , please let 
him know if you wish to attend the 4th at the Quanah Country Club as well.  
 
Depending on the numbers arriving early, we'll also plan on some type of 
supper Friday evening as well either at a restaurant or at a cook-out.  We 
hope to have the pleasure of seeing many of you out here early and for the 
Star Walk. 

Lake Whitney - This is a public telescope observing opportunity.  Check 
whitney-astro.com/ for details. 



Canes VenaticiCanes VenaticiCanes VenaticiCanes Venatici--------    
Who Let the Dogs Out?Who Let the Dogs Out?Who Let the Dogs Out?Who Let the Dogs Out?    
…………....Harry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry Bearman    

 
Bootes' two hunting dogs, "Starry" and "Dear", he holds on 
a leash keeping them from leaping upon the Great Bear. 
Known to us today as Canes Venatici, they hold dozens of 
interesting objects. According to one of my atlases, there 
are over 30 galaxies within the reach of a 8" or 10" 
telescope, and one spectacular globular cluster. 
 
The most well known is the Whirlpool Galaxy, M51, first 
discovered by Charles Messier in October 1733, while 
observing a comet. Eight years later, his friend Pierre 
Mechain noted that it was double. (It's companion is NGC 
5195.) M51 was also the first in which spiral structure was 
ever noted. Lord Rosse (William Parsons) first noticed this 
in the spring of 1845 while using his 72" reflector. At first 
this was thought to confirm Laplace's hypothesis of solar 
system formation. It wasn't until 1923 that spiral nebula 
were determined to be external galaxies, and far more 
distant than imagined. 
 

The brightest star, Alpha Canes Venaticorum, is also 
known as Cor Caroli, Latin for "Heart of Charles". The 
source of this name has been argued. Legend has it that 
Edmund Halley named this to honor his benefactor, 
England's Charles II, though there are arguments that  it's 
actually Charles I that's being honored, he having been 
beheaded by Oliver Cromwell, on Jan 30, 1649. By the 
way, the monarchy was formally abolished a week later. 
That didn't last long though, Oliver died in 1658, the 
monarchy was reestablished, and three years after he 
died he was beheaded. Yes, you read that right. 
 
Y Cvn is an interesting variable star, a red "carbon" star, 
known as La Superba, according to the AAVSO, it varies 
from 5.2 - 6.6 over a 158 day period. 
 
Another of the interesting galaxies in Canes Venatici is 
NGC 4151. A type of galaxy called a Seyfert, this is one 
of the brightest ones of its kind known. Spectroscopically 
they differ considerably from normal galaxies. Among the 
strange things about them is that their cores typically 
outshine the rest of the galaxy, and is variable over a 
period of typically less than a year. More can be read 
about them at 
http://www.astro.soton.ac.uk/PH308/AGN/Seyferts.html. 



FWAS Membership Info 
FWAS Officers: 
President - Harry Bearman 
             817-294-8330, president@fortworthastro.com 
Vice President - Gene Dawson 
             817-249-3523, vicepresident@fortworthastro.com  
Sec/Treas - Tres Ross 
             817-732-0142, secretary@fortworthastro.com 
Chairman, Bd of Trustees - Becky Nordeen 
             817-428-0881, chairman@fortwothastro.com 
Vice Chairman - Ron DiIulio 
             817-249-3092, vicechairman@fortwothastro.com 
 

FWAS Meetings - FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Thursday of the month at 
the Ft. Worth Museum of Science and History, 1501 Montgomery Street.  Guests 
and visitors are always welcome! 
 
FWAS Observing Site - The observing site in Wise County is open to members of 
FWAS at all times.  Guests of members are always welcome.  Six great telescopes 
are available for members' use: two 12" Dobs and four 10" Dobs.  Dark Sky 
etiquette is strictly enforced, except on guest observing nights!  
 

FWAS WebSite - fortworthastro.com: 
      -  Membership Info  
      -  Officers  
      -  Astrophotos  
      -  Observing  
      -  Links - Local weather, etc! 
      -  Message Board 
 

FWAS E-Group - send a blank e-mail to 
fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com  to subscribe. Post messages to the group by 
sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com.  Any message sent to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members of the list.   

 
Prime Focus - The FWAS newsletter is published monthly.  Letters to the editor, 
articles for publication, photos, or just about anything you would like to have 
included should be sent to Steve Gray at PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com.  
Deadline is the Saturday after the Indoor meeting. 

 
FWAS Annual Dues - $30 for adults, $15 for students.   Send dues C/O Tres Ross 
at the FWAS PO Box return address.   
 
Discount Subscriptions Available: Sky & Telescope  ($30), Astronomy ($30).  
Send subscription renewals  C/O Tres Ross at the FWAS PO Box return address.  
For magazine subscription renewals, please include the magazine's renewal slip.  
Note that a Sky & Telescope subscription through the club entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at the Sky & Telescope on-line store! 
 
Astronomical League Membership -  Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in 
the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible for various observing certificates 
and you get their quarterly magazine, The Reflector. 

These bad guys will be at  the 
observatory to participate in your 
observing session !!  Bring your bug 
spray!! 

Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders:     
-   Sign the logbook in the clubhouse.  
-  Put equipment back neatly when you're 
through. 
-   Leave a log note if there is a club 
equipment problem and please call a club 
officer to let them know!  
-   Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly! 
-   Last person out, please ... 
       -  Check all doors and lights, 
       -  Make sure nobody left anything out, 
       -  And chain the gate. 
-   Maintain Dark Sky etiquette 
-   Turn out those headlights at the gate!! 



Editor's Note: The  star banners indicate star parties.  Be sure to check with the sponsor for details.   

Ft Worth Astronomical Society 
PO Box PO Box 471162  
Fort Worth, TX  76147-1162 
 

PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com 


